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Abstract. This paper attempts to understand the effects of agent-based 
negotiation mechanisms through human’s psychological perspective. We argue 
that the impact of automated negotiation, despite its efficacy and effectiveness, 
may result in a shift of negotiators’ beliefs on their control over the choice of 
negotiation tactics and decision making process; such loss of control in turn 
causes an increase of user anxiety towards the system. In addition, individual 
differences, such as negotiators’ decision-making style patterns are posited to 
moderate the relationship of system types and users’ perceptions. The study 
involves an experiment employing randomized block design. Findings suggest 
significant impact of types of negotiation support systems on perceived control, 
as well as a negative relationship between perceived control and system 
anxiety. However, the moderating effect of decision-making style patterns is 
not evident in our data. Discussions and implications are drawn.  
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1   Introduction 

Negotiation has long been a subject of study by economists, psychologists and 
organization theorists. During the last three decades, there has been an evident interest 
in applying computer technologies to solve problems encountered in negotiations; 
such computer-based systems which typically involve group and decision support 
modules, communication tools, and/or agent-based techniques, are collectively known 
as Negotiation Support Systems (NSS). The empirical research on traditional NSS has 
generally proved that NSS help to improve the negotiation outcome in terms of higher 
joint utility and greater satisfaction [7, 12, 20]. More recently, intelligent software 
agents open up new and exciting possibilities for automating business negotiation in 
electronic marketplace. The use of negotiation agents are potentially advantageous in 
saving human negotiators’ time in monitoring market change, avoiding unnecessary 
cognitive conflict like “face-saving behavior”, and lowering transaction cost [18]. 

Despite the growing interest in the design and implementation of negotiation 
agents (e.g., [5, 16, 18, 23]), little has been done to empirically investigate the impact 
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of various agent-based technologies on the psychological changes of human 
negotiators. Comparing to the earlier emphasis in developing systems to support or 
supplement negotiators’ decision making, in the newer approach, agents who 
negotiate on behalf of their owners are designed to effectively supplant negotiators in 
reaching settlements [3]. An important notion here is the degree of control which may 
be perceived differently by human negotiators. Following our earlier works [26, 27], 
this study is designed to examine the effects of various negotiation support techniques 
on the key psychological constructs of users’ perceived control and system anxiety. 
Additionally, negotiators’ decision-making style patterns are posited as moderating 
factors affecting the above relationship. 

We first provide the theoretical foundation on negotiation support systems 
according to the “types of NSS”, followed by user-related aspects on perceived 
control and decision-making style model, and their influences on system anxiety. 
Research model and hypotheses are derived based on the theoretical arguments. The 
following sections outline the research method, and present the results of data 
analysis. Discussions and implications of the findings are addressed. 

2   Theoretical Foundation and Model 

2.1   Types of Negotiation Support Systems  

Early design on NSS aims to provide computer-based support for face-to-face 
negotiations and typically incorporates two major components – the individual 
Decision Support System (DSS) for each party and the electronic communication 
channel [14]. The DSS portion improves the human information-processing capacity 
and its effects can be best understood within the reference disciplines of game theory 
and economic theory. The electronic communication channel improves perceived 
commitment which can be best understood within the context of social-psychological 
theories of negotiation. In empirical research, several NSS system prototypes are 
developed reflecting the two major functions. For example, the series of studies [7, 9, 
12] include a module for electronic communication between the parties, and a DSS to 
assist in the generation and evaluation of alternative contracts. Each negotiator 
provides his/her own interests to the decision tool as private data, as well as his/her 
guesses of the other party's preferences. The DSS then computes and displays the 
three contract alternatives with the highest joint outcome. The electronic 
communication module is integrated to facilitate text-based message and file transfers 
between negotiation parties. Collectively, this type of NSS is labeled as in our study 
Type I System with Decision Support Focus. 

The type II and type III systems deal with agent-based negotiation support 
technologies. Generally, an automated negotiation involves two or more electronic 
agents supporting negotiation parties in a virtual environment governed by 
computational rules [9]. The design of autonomous negotiation aims to fully automate 
the negotiation process by implementing self-interested electronic agents. By utilizing 
concession-based negotiation tactic [15], Agents can make small concessions in each 
proposal without losing patience as human beings may do. Such agent-based system 
is very straightforward for negotiators to understand and easy to use, which would 
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greatly ease negotiators’ effort and time spent in the negotiation process (e.g., [9]). 
This kind of design is labeled as Type II System with Automated Negotiation Agent. 

Although being easy to understand and use, the relatively simple concession-based 
negotiation agents have limited capabilities in representing the social-psychological 
complexity of human negotiators. Recently, AI researchers advocate and examine the 
use of more intelligent agents that can provide personality features and learning 
capabilities to capture inputs of human negotiators [10, 16, 28]. To incorporate 
people’s different “personalities” into a negotiation agent, the user can plug in 
suitable “subjective beliefs” to his or her agents. With different “internal beliefs”, 
agents can behave quite differently to imitate human’s behaviors: some are tough 
negotiators, while others are accommodating people who are very willing to make a 
deal with their opponents. Huang and Sycara [10] further present a computation 
model of such personalized agent-based negotiations where the participating agents 
with “internal beliefs updating methods” (or learning features) change their behaviors 
in accordance to adjustments by users of some critical parameters. In every 
negotiation iteration, an agent checks the history of the process, updates its beliefs 
about its opponents, and then tries to maximize its own expected payoff based on its 
own subjective beliefs. It has been shown that under qualified conditions, software 
agents with learning heuristic can act as effective surrogates of human negotiators [5]. 
Arguably, the Type III: Automated Negotiation Agent with Personality and Learning 
Features is the most advantageous design for negotiators as it benefits from the 
agents’ computational capacities and incorporates learning capabilities and adaptive 
strategies that can be updated by human negotiators. 

2.2   Perceived Control 

The three alternate system designs outlined above differ significantly in terms of 
users’ involvement into the negotiation process. An interesting issue that deserves 
further examination is how the types of NSS differ in influencing users’ perceptions 
towards their ability to control. The construct “perceived control” comes from social 
psychology research. Perceived control is viewed as the degree to which a person 
feels that he/she can impact outcomes in his/her environment through voluntary 
actions [13]. An individual’s perception on the control that he can exert has been 
found to be a very strong predictor of both behaviors and emotional outcomes [13], 
and therefore has stimulated a great deal of research in disciplines such as 
psychology, marketing, and organizational behavior. Averill [1] views it as a multi-
dimensional construct which include cognitive control, behavioral control, and 
decisional control. Cognitive control addresses the interpretation of an event into a 
cognitive model or plan. Decisional control addresses the ability to choose among 
different courses of action. Behavioral control deals with the existence of some means 
to exert influence over an event. This dimension of control has been extensively 
researched involving Azjen’s [2] theory of planned behavior.  

In research on computer information systems, the notion of perceived control is 
adopted to understand human’s perception towards system use. However, the control 
construct is not examined using multiple dimensions (e.g., [24]). Frese [8] integrates 
the various aspects of control into the information system domain; it provides 
conceptual discourse on the aspects of control form an information systems 
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perspective. Based on this concept, Morris and Marshall [17] developed and tested 55 
items concerning user’s experiences working with an interactive information system. 
The factor analysis produced five key factors that represent perceived control: 
feedback signal, feedback duration, strategy, metaphor knowledge, and timeframe.  

In our study, we adopt the three-dimensional concept of perceived control to assess 
the degree to which negotiators are able to voluntarily utilize system to achieve their 
expected outcome. If trainings are provided for understanding the functionality of all 
the three types of system, cognitive control may not vary significantly from one 
another. Hence, perceived control may mainly differ in the aspect of decision making 
and action taking. Fully automated arbitration through negotiation agents would 
constitute an extreme case of a change in the locus of control from humans to 
computer agents [20]. Type I and II systems are presenting the two extreme cases. 
The reason is that NSS with decision support focus on mainly providing 
supplementary analytical tools. They still require human negotiators to make decision 
and take the action to negotiate with opponents (decision and behavioral control); 
while agent-based NSS without personality on behalf of the human users take over the 
control on both action taking and decision making. Type III system stands in between, 
because users can plug in their preferences and adjust agent’s negotiation strategy in 
any time during the negotiation process (behavioral control). 

H1a. NSS with decision support focus (type I) will result in higher perceived 
control than agent-based NSS without personality and learning features (type II). 

H1b. Agent-based NSS with personality and learning features (type III) will result 
in higher perceived control than agent-based NSS without personality and learning 
features (type II). 

2.3   Decision-Making Style Patterns 

Negotiators may have different styles and preferences to approach the decision 
making process. By understanding the decision style one may be able to predict 
outcomes in term of decision behavior [21].  

There are different definitions of decision making style in the literature. One 
widely accepted model [21, 22] compromises two dimensions: cognitive complexity 
and values orientation. Cognitive complexity is the measure of tolerance for 
ambiguity. People with high tolerance for ambiguity are able to cope with a high 
degree of uncertainty, and are more idea-oriented than action-oriented. This 
personality leads to the desire for more information from multiple sources and 
consideration of many alternatives [21]. NSS with decision support focus are 
designed to generate optimal solutions (e.g., Alternative Generator function computes 
a range of choice suggesting contract alternatives leading to highest joint utilities). In 
contrast, fully automated agent-based NSS take the role of negotiating on behalf of 
negotiators, based on built-in algorithms with which details are not (and 
unnecessarily) explicit to users. In this situation, cognitively-complex people who are 
willing to solve problems by themselves may feel losing control; in other words, the 
more automated the process can be provided by the system, the stronger of the feeling 
is towards losing control.  

As all the three systems provide ways to structure the negotiation process, 
cognitively-structured people who tend to avoid ambiguity and prefer structure and 
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specific instructions, will perceive little difference of control towards the three types 
of systems.  

H2a. Cognitively-complex negotiators will experience highest perceived control 
towards NSS with decision support focus (type I) followed by agent-based NSS with 
personality and learning features (type III) and lowest over agent-based NSS without 
personality and learning features (type II). 

H2b. For negotiators who are cognitively-structured, there will be no significant 
difference in their perceived control towards the three types NSS. 

From the values orientation’s dimension, task-oriented people who are 
characterized by analytical and directive styles generally have a need for tight control; 
in contrast, people-oriented are willing to compromise and accept loose control [21]. 
Agent-based NSS with personality and learning features can perform better through 
concession-based tactic and simulation of real-life negotiator’s approach - 
experienced human negotiators can effectively learn from their opponents and 
estimate the opponents’ preferences to find appropriate strategies during the 
communication process. In this situation, task-oriented negotiators may perceive 
highest control since the type III system is designed towards achieving best 
performance in terms of outcome utility, and may perceive very low control towards 
type II NSS as they do not provide adaptable negotiation strategies.  

People-oriented negotiators who care for effective communication may not feel too 
much difference from the three NSS, as the communication function is consistently 
available in all.  

H2c. Task-oriented Negotiators will experience highest perceived control towards 
agent-based NSS with personality and learning features (type III) followed by NSS 
with decision support focus (type I) and lowest over agent-based NSS without 
personality and learning features (type II). 

H2d. For negotiators which are people-oriented, there will be no significant 
difference in perceived control towards the three types NSS. 

2.4   System Anxiety 

The term anxiety is most often used to describe an unpleasant emotional state or 
condition which is characterized by subjective feelings of tension, apprehension, and 
worry [25]. In human-computer studies, a most widely studied aspect is computer 
anxiety, which can be defined in terms of a psychological response (e.g., computer 
phobia) [19] or in terms of a cognitive reaction (e.g., apprehension of computer 
technology) [11]. System anxiety which is considered as the anxiety associated with 
the particular use of a system comes under the umbrella of computer anxiety [4]. 

Since locus of control has been regarded as one salient correlate of computer 
anxiety in the literature (e.g., [6]), perceived control is conceivable to be relevant to 
users’ anxiety towards a particular system. With agent-based NSS come into the 
business, there is a great change in the degree of control from humans to computer 
agents and may consequently result in higher system anxiety perceived by users. 
System anxiety may cause some negative behaviors like avoidance of NSS usage, 
negative comments about the system, and further influence the final outcome of 
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negotiation in an undesired way. We hypothesize users with higher perceived control 
are expected to experience lower anxiety towards using the system. 

H3. The level of system anxiety is negatively related to the level of perceived 
control of the system. 

In summary, the research model and hypotheses are depicted in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. The Research Model  

3   Research Approach 

An experiment was carried out to investigate the joint impact of the types of NSS and 
people’s decision patterns. A Randomized Block Design (see Table 1) was employed. 
Level of conflict, as an important situational factor (task characteristics) that 
influences negotiation outcomes, was incorporated in the experiment design. 
Consistent with previous empirical work, two levels of buyer-seller conflict of 
interests were used [7, 9, 12]. Essentially, conflict level was controlled as a block 
variable for consistency with previous studies and minimizes the influence of task 
characteristics, which also enhances the generalizability of this study. Other variables 
such as age, gender, past experiences and computer efficacy were controlled through 
randomization. Negotiation power was controlled in assigning same BATNA (Best 
Alternative to a Negotiated Agreement) to buyer and seller. 

Table 1. Experimental Design 

Types of System Block 
Type I Type II Type III 

Low conflict 20 subjects 18 subjects 18 subjects 
High conflict 20 subjects 18 subjects 20 subjects 
Total 40 subjects 36 subjects 38 subjects 

 
The types of NSS were manipulated using three web-based NSS, called ProNeg. 

ProNeg is a collection of negotiation support system prototypes developed with 
various support features (see [26] for detailed descriptions on the system design). We 
captured the subjects’ decision-making style patterns through pre-experiment 
questionnaires. These variables were measured by Decision Style Inventory (DSI) 
([22]) which aims at testing the preferences when approaching a decision situation. In 
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Perceived Control

 
System Anxiety 

Decision-making style patterns: 
Cognitive Complexity 
Values Orientation 

H2a-2d 
H3 

H1a, H1b 
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order to manipulate two groups of people whose different patterns are diversified and 
even, the subjects whose cognitive complexity score ranging from 151 to 169 were 
not used for analysis in the testing on moderating effects. For similar reason, the data 
for subjects with task value score from 145 to 164 were disqualified and discarded. 
The items for perceived control are adapted from Morris and Marshall [17]’s 55-item 
questionnaire; we develop the measurement of perceived control towards NSS by 
breaking it down into three dimensions compromising cognitive control, behavioral 
control, and decisional control (see Table 2). System anxiety is the specific anxiety 
associated with the use of the NSS. We adopt an email system anxiety measurement 
(from [4]) which was adjusted to ProNeg focus (see Table 3). 

Table 2. Items for Perceived control 

 PC_CC_1  It was easy for me to visualize the way in which ProNeg works. 

 PC_CC_2  I understood, at least abstractly, the components of ProNeg and 
how they work. 

 PC_CC_3  I have used other systems that are similar to ProNeg in terms of the 
functionality. 

Cognitive 
Control 

 PC_CC_4  The objectives I attempt on ProNeg are very similar to the ones that 
I have successfully completed in the past. 

 PC_DC_1  ProNeg allowed me to make decisions about the way I would 
achieve my expected outcome. 

 PC_DC_2  ProNeg allowed me to devise my own strategies to complete my 
negotiation task. 

 PC_DC_3  ProNeg allowed me to update my expected outcome during the 
course of negotiation. 

Decision 
Control 

 PC_DC_4  ProNeg allowed me to attempt to achieve my expected outcome in 
any manner I want. 

 PC_BC_1  I was able to use a very flexible approach to complete my 
negotiation task using ProNeg. Behavior 

Control  PC_BC_2  I easily adjusted my negotiation strategies when I felt necessary to 
do so. 

Table 3. Items for System anxiety 

 SA_1  Using ProNeg made me nervous. 

 SA_2  Using ProNeg made me uneasy. 

 SA_3  I felt comfortable using ProNeg. (R) 

 SA_4  I felt tense using ProNeg. 

 
 
System 
Anxiety  

 SA_5  I felt uncertain using ProNeg. 

 
The task was adapted from Jones’s work [12]; it involves a real-life multi-issue 

negotiation scenario in which buyers and sellers bargain for a purchase agreement for 
an engine sub-component. All negotiation sessions were conducted online where each 
buyer and seller pair was seated in different locations and communicated over web-
based systems. This is to simulate e-negotiation activities across geographical span. 
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4   Results and Discussions 

MANOVA test was carried out to test the hypotheses 1a and 1b1. Conflict level as a 
block variable was also employed to this test as a fixed factor to control its block 
effect. Age (detected to be affected by block variable in the control check) was 
employed as a covariate to remove its nascence effect over the independent variables. 
Results indicate that types of NSS have significant main effect on subjects’ perceived 
control (F=8.486; P=0.001), but impact insignificantly in system anxiety (F=2.367; 
P=0.099). Contrast tests were conducted to further test the specified relationships in 
hypotheses 1a and 1b. The results (without assuming equal variances) suggest that 
H1a is supported (P=0.000) and H1b was not supported (P=0.170).  

In line with H1a, NSS with decision support focus result in higher perceived 
control than agent-based NSS without personality features. This implies that total 
automation, despite its efficiency and effectiveness, is not the optimal design for NSS 
when people desire a self control for negotiation activities. From a human-centric 
perspective, being blocked away from the decision making process causes people to 
feel a loss of control. This is an important message to researchers interested in system 
design. Psychology research also suggests that control is the general motive for 
human activities; losing motive may result in a negative relation towards the final 
outcome. However, the data also reveal that users did not perceive higher control over 
NSS with personality and learning features than agent-based NSS without personality 
(H1b). One possible reason may lie in the negotiation task involving four negotiation 
issues which only generate a total of 728 contract alternatives. Arguably, this task 
might not be a very cognitively demanding, which causes the agent-based NSS to be 
under-appreciated by users. When users are confronted with a more complicated task 
involving more issues with tremendous cognitive efforts beyond the capability of 
human negotiators, people may better appreciate type III system.  

Two-way MANOVA test showed no interaction effects between types of systems 
and decision-making style patterns on perceived control. H2a to H2d are not 
supported. A possible reason is related to the operationalization of unevenly 
distributed decision-making style patterns. Students may represent biased groups 
(inclined people-orientated and cognitively-structured styles based on our analysis) 
and such bias and difficulty to manipulate decision style patterns may in turn result in 
the insignificance of the asserted moderating effect. The second reason lies in the 
defined negotiation situation. The pre-defined goal and issues which aim to clear the 
task would have reduced the different actions and perceptions to be undergone by 
people in terms of different patterns. More in-depth research is warranted to 
demonstrate more effective ways to measure individual traits. 

Linear regression test indicated that the level of anxiety is negatively related to 
perceived control (Beta = -0.467). H3 positing the negative relationship between 
perceived control and system anxiety is supported, in line with the psychology 
literature. System anxiety is an important psychological attitude that would affect 
negotiators’ performance including achieving win-win solutions and greater 

                                                           
1 Prior to hypotheses testing, control and manipulation checks have been performed. Items 

PC_CC_3, PC_CC_4 and SA_3 did not satisfy the discriminant and convergent criteria and 
were dropped. Due to page constraint, the detailed measurement development and statistical 
analysis process are not articulated; they will be available upon request. 
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satisfaction. Better understanding and assessing this variable may help to diminish a 
negative effect caused by system. 

Also, it has been shown that there is a significant effect between system intelligent 
levels and perceived control as predicted in H1a and H1b, but no significant effect 
between system types and system anxiety. Therefore, by definition, perceived control is a 
mediating variable between types of NSS and system anxiety. Overall, the model 
explains the effects of system artifacts over human perception during the negotiation 
process.  

5   Concluding Remarks 

The paper has emphasized and captured an empirical investigation of perceived 
control in assessing the effect of negotiating agents. It produces a parsimonious eight-
item measurement from three dimensions of control identified by psychology 
literature; the measurement is expected to situate more properly perceived control in 
the realm of agent-based software research. With a better understanding on perceived 
control from users’ perspective, the design and implementation of negotiation support 
tools can be directed to focus on the intrinsic needs of the negotiators. Furthermore, 
this study is one of the first to look into the impact of various forms of designs of 
negotiation support systems including autonomous agents. Instead of assuming an 
input-output approach, we attempt to elucidate the underlying mechanism on how 
negotiation process is perceived differently in using different types of support 
systems. The realization of mediating role of perceived control between different 
types of system and system anxiety in the negotiation process would contribute to a 
deeper understanding of the socio-emotional aspect of negotiation outcomes.  
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